Your computer is now a canvas.

Transform any PC into a drawing canvas with Bamboo Tablets and Pens. Bamboo allows you to paint, draw, edit, and personalize digital files with handwritten notes, sketches, and doodles. Special pens and styluses are included for any type of writing or style required. The tablet surface is designed to emulate a more ‘traditional’ feel of working with paper. Bamboo is for everyone and you’ll love it.

Specifications:

- 9.8 x 6.9 inch responsive tablet space
- Pen features 512 levels of pressure sensitivity to vary line thickness, add shading, or control bold strokes
- Two Bamboo tablets are available

Accessories:

Available, Included, & Necessary

- Stylus pens and tips
- Adobe Creative Suite
- Tracing paper provided
- Curiosity

Scan the code for Lynda!

Learn from the professionals!

Watch video tutorials from the pros to learn the basics, get project ideas, and more!

Visit: www.evld.org
Click on “Databases” Look for Lynda!